
Strategic Plan for Foster Families During and After 

COVID-19 
 
You did the hard work to get pets into foster homes quickly and nimbly during this emergency 
pandemic situation. But now what? What can you do to keep foster families engaged? How can 
you support and increase their success in finding adopters? What evolving phases can we plan 
for now? How do you safely and systematically bring in only those pets who need to return to 
your shelter, considering you may fill up in the meantime in response to COVID-19 demands?   
 
We hope to answer all these questions in this document; provide ideas to find permanent 
homes for fostered pets; give you a game plan and structure for after the crisis (when some 
foster animals are brought back to your shelter); and hopefully share ways to keep the amazing 
foster volunteers you’ve gained through this experience engaged in your day-to-day 
operational needs.  
 
 
Keeping your foster families engaged and happy 
 
Whether your group is a seasoned foster-based organization, or this is the first time you’ve put 
so many pets into community foster homes, fostering is temporary in nature. You still need to 
market these pets and find adopters, but you can now leverage the team of foster volunteers to 
help you! As adoption ambassadors, foster volunteers will follow organizational processes and 
philosophies. With some guidance and help from you, they can also embrace current COVID-19 
safety measures and find good homes for their foster pets. 
 
Don’t have a formal foster program? The Best Friends Foster Training Playbook lays out key 
elements to a successful program and provides SOPs and documents to get you started. 

 
Communicate regularly with staff and foster families 
 
Keeping open communication with foster families is essential to creating lasting, successful 
relationships. The increase of animals in foster may require additional staff resources dedicated 
to answering questions and checking in with foster families on a consistent basis.  
 
Since many of the day-to-day tasks are no longer being done the same way, most shelters are 

trying to keep administrative, clerical, animal care and customer service workers employed and 

busy.  Many organizations in this situation are dividing up the foster families and assigning 

repurposed staff to be their main contact. 

 

The following resources can help staff and foster families clearly understand the processes and 

roles they play: 

 

https://network.bestfriends.org/lifesaving-library/operational-playbooks/foster-programs-training-playbook


 

• Key public messaging for staff to share with the community (American Pets Alive!) 

• Communicating urgency without negativity in emergency fostering (Maddie’s Fund®) 

• Outlining the adoption process for fosters (Kansas City Pet Project)  
 

 
Keep them connected 
 
Here are some creative ideas for keeping foster families connected to your work and with each 
other: 
 

• Zoom meetings: Host “yappy hours” for all your foster volunteers to connect and talk about 
their experience. Bonus: Hosting basic virtual meetings on Zoom is free. 

• #FosterUniversity FaceTime: Create a Facebook group for your foster volunteers and teach 
a daily trick for them to showcase on their own page. Bonus: Teaching a dog or cat a trick 
builds a stronger bond for the foster family and makes the pet more adoptable.  (Yes, you 
should teach some cat skills, too!) 

 

 
 

o You can also use Zoom or FaceTime to hold virtual office hours in which foster 
families can make appointments or call in to ask your foster coordinator or staff 
questions and voice concerns.  

o Email surveys asking how the dog or cat is doing in the home so you can update their 
profiles in your shelter or rescue database and adoption platform. Below are some 

https://sites.google.com/americanpetsalive.org/ampa-covid19/covid-19-protocols/communications/key-messages-for-public?authuser=0
https://chewonthis.maddiesfund.org/2019/10/communicating-urgency-without-negativity-in-emergency-fostering/
https://kcpetproject.org/wp-content/uploads/AdoptionProcessForFosters-with-link.pdf


sample questions that go beyond the basics of who the foster caregivers are and the 
name of the dog or cat they are fostering. Remember to keep the questions few but 
fun and insightful. 

• Where does your foster pet enjoy sleeping at night?  

• What does your foster pet like to play with? 

• If your foster pet could channel a famous person’s voice, who would he or she 
sound like? 

• If your foster pet had a life motto or slogan, what would it be and why? 

• Does your foster pet enjoy the company of other pets? Children? Is there any 
company he or she doesn’t seem to enjoy? 

• Is there a unique trait that you think will help your foster pet find a new home?  

• Are there any behavior concerns that you have? Have you been able to change 
that behavior? Can you describe how?  

 
 
 
Empower foster families to help you and the pets 

 
You have trusted your community members to care for your organization’s pets and it’s 
important to continue that trust. When placing a pet who’s available for adoption into a foster 
home, make sure the family knows that the goal is finding an adopter. Give them all the 
information they need to set them up for success: information about the adoption process and 
adoption fees, all the medical and behavior history you have on the pet, and guidance on how 
to best communicate about their foster pet with potential adopters. Maddie’s Fund has a 
comprehensive resource called Getting Pets Adopted Directly from Foster Homes. 

 
Marketing is crucial to placement success. Create a process and a toolkit to help foster families 
market and place their temporary pet themselves in a good home. Here are a few articles that 
provide excellent marketing tips for foster families: 
 

• Shifting Our Marketing Focus to Fosters 

• Six Guidelines for Marketing Your Foster Pet 

• Communications & Marketing Guide for Shelters, Amid COVID-19 

• American Farm Foundation’s Best Practices for Marketing 

• Marketing Is Not Adoption Counseling: Keep ‘Em Separate, Save More Lives  
 
 

The process of adopting from foster care 
 
The actual steps you want foster volunteers to take in finding their foster pet an adopter may 
vary among organizations. Some may empower foster volunteers to have the initial adoption 
conversation; some may want staff to conduct these conversations. Some organizations may 
have repurposed staff available to transport foster pets to adoptive homes, while others may 

https://www.maddiesfund.org/assets/documents/foster-resources/MF-foster-caregiver-marketing-guide.pdf
https://americanpetsalive.org/blog/shifting-our-marketing-focus-to-fosters
https://chewonthis.maddiesfund.org/2018/12/six-guidelines-for-marketing-your-foster-pet/
https://heartsspeak.org/communications-marketing-guide-for-shelters-amid-covid-19/?fbclid=IwAR0N1J-RxsCIGyyQtH8QkiZwgVztSF6xJhJQ8CnGI7oJD5wLviztZbdqFNA
https://animalfarmfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Marketing-eBook-WEB.pdf
https://animalfarmfoundation.blog/2016/02/18/marketing-not-adoption-counseling/


ask foster families to hand the pet off once adopted. Whatever you decide, outline clearly who 
is responsible for what and provide contact information in case there are questions.  
 
The following are the pivotal interactions usually involved in adoption, adapted for COVID-19 
measures, and suggestions for how to make them work: 
 

a. Adoption counseling or conversation: Coach foster volunteers on how to have 
open and judgment-free conversations with potential adopters and to approach 
adoption as a matchmaking process for their foster pet. Have the foster 
volunteer fill out the online adoption form with responses or have the interested 
party fill out the online form.  
 

b. Virtual meet-and-greet: If, after initial conversations, the family is interested and 
may be a good fit, do a virtual meet-and-greet with the pet and the family using 
FaceTime or Zoom. Make sure to answer any questions about the pet’s 
behaviors that you’ve observed and share what helps the pet to be successful. 
 

c. Next steps: If the family wants to move forward with adoption, how you proceed 
may vary. Decide beforehand how you want the process to work so foster 
volunteers know what’s expected. For example: 

i. The foster volunteer can bring the dog or cat to the shelter for an in-
person meet-and-greet with the prospective adopter, but first must 
contact Jane@lkjlkjlkj.org to schedule a meeting.   

ii. You can allow the foster volunteer to take the pet to the prospective 
adopter’s home for a visit, emphasizing proper social distancing and 
hygiene throughout. 
 

d. Finalize the paperwork:  If the family wants to move forward with the adoption, 

have them contact the appropriate person to complete the online process. 

Consider using software like DocuSign to automate your entire agreement-

signing process. DocuSign allows for online signatures and makes documentation 

management simple. Not only does it remove the need for in-person 

interactions, it makes it easy for staff or volunteers to process agreements from 

various remote locations.  

 
Here are some additional ideas for an adoption toolkit for foster volunteers: 
   

• Give them your adoption philosophies in writing. Here is some information on open 
adoptions that they can read and follow.   

• Provide information about Adoption Counseling and do’s and don’ts with potential 
adopters. 

• Provide short articles covering basic topics and information to help anyone settle in a 
new pet successfully.  For dogs: Bringing a new dog home, How to intro dog and cat, 

mailto:Jane@lkjlkjlkj.org
https://animalfarmfoundation.blog/2016/02/18/marketing-not-adoption-counseling/
https://s3fs.bestfriends.org/s3fs-public/08812_Animal%20Control%20Manual_Interactive_FINAL%20PAGES%20lowres.pdf?mR_MZKe25jXaqh65xCQ5nFGNoK86rTCe&_ga=2.114950727.1789169825.1585588616-765441009.1563375632
https://s3fs.bestfriends.org/s3fs-public/08812_Animal%20Control%20Manual_Interactive_FINAL%20PAGES%20lowres.pdf?mR_MZKe25jXaqh65xCQ5nFGNoK86rTCe&_ga=2.114950727.1789169825.1585588616-765441009.1563375632
https://animalfarmfoundation.blog/2016/02/18/marketing-not-adoption-counseling/
https://resources.bestfriends.org/article/bringing-new-dog-home-preventing-problems
https://resources.bestfriends.org/article/how-introduce-dog-cat


Getting the behavior you want, Crate training: Benefits for you and dog, No pull dog 
harnesses. For cats: Bringing a new cat home, Introducing a new cat, Cat safety, Cat 
Declawing, Litterbox issues. 

• Include training tools, the COVID-19 adapted process outline, relevant 
contact information and pertinent websites.   

 
Additional items to include in a toolkit now and after the COVID-19 pandemic: 
 

• You’ll need online versions of adoption forms (you can create them in Google 
Forms, Microsoft Forms or Airtable) or PDFs of your paper forms that foster 
families can use to ask questions and get information in a conversational 
format. Here are some examples of paper forms that you can give them: Cat. 
Dog. Dog 

• Give instructions on how to do virtual meet-and-greets. Here is a short video 
showing a real one in action and a quick how-to guide.  

• Provide tips on marketing foster pets on social media. Here is a great 
form that Jacksonville Humane Society put together to hand out to their 
foster families, giving them many ways to help their foster pets find 
homes.  

• Provide a resource like Tips and Tricks for Shooting Video of Adoptable 
Animals to foster families to help them take and post effective videos of 
their foster pet on social media 

 

• Include information about this Maddie’s Fund course, which is one of the 
best tools out there on how to market foster pets. It uses a step-by-step format and you 
can jump to different areas you feel you want to 
learn about.  

• You can use organizing programs like Trello to help 
you organize the animals in foster so the staff and 
volunteers can access and help the public with 
information.  Here is an example from Lifeline, they 
have a Trello Board with all the foster dogs/cats.   

 
Don’t forget to celebrate and share on social media the adoptions and fostering fun being had 
to show foster volunteers what they make possible! Here are some examples: 
 

• Metro Animal Care and Control shares their foster families’ adventures and happily-
ever-after stories daily on their Facebook page. Here’s one of many.    

• Lifeline Animal Project has a #FosterUniversity. 

• Palm Valley Animal Society is promoting what foster volunteers learn about their foster 
dogs.   

• Lincoln County Animal Services shares the successes of their Love Is Blind Project here. 
 

https://resources.bestfriends.org/article/getting-behavior-you-want-your-dog
https://resources.bestfriends.org/article/crate-training-benefits-you-and-your-dog
https://resources.bestfriends.org/article/no-pull-dog-harnesses-walking-nicely-leash
https://resources.bestfriends.org/article/bringing-new-cat-home-preventing-problems
https://resources.bestfriends.org/article/introducing-new-cat
https://resources.bestfriends.org/article/cat-safety
https://resources.bestfriends.org/article/cat-declawing-price-convenience
https://resources.bestfriends.org/article/cat-declawing-price-convenience
https://resources.bestfriends.org/article/cat-not-using-litter-box-causes-and-solutions
https://bestfriends-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/makenay_bestfriends_org/EQoWYu4VMF9PsexuUfXrC9wBlHF80zQDm0EXKTmxerZ4pQ?e=c1bDTy
https://bestfriends-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/makenay_bestfriends_org/Edmtg9WDzetDsbfEvQJ7huMBAIeUKI8Aw986uWWxkt3j5w?e=YQa7lx
https://bestfriends-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/makenay_bestfriends_org/EXz-CVH4UcVMosjtrN32qqQBEp3NeypXZ4gOw2ZVlPJdqg?e=ldp0Vb
https://www.facebook.com/americanpetsalive/videos/2609047629375163/UzpfSTIwMjc2MzcwOTc4MzE0MzpWSzo2NTA4NzgwMjkwMjY5OTM/
https://bestfriends-my.sharepoint.com/:i:/r/personal/makenay_bestfriends_org/Documents/Public_examples/91462294_10158205292236719_7185571738946633728_o.jpg?csf=1&e=NQNWHU
https://s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/mcnt-files-prod/inline-files/Video%20Tips_r2015_1.pdf
https://s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/mcnt-files-prod/inline-files/Video%20Tips_r2015_1.pdf
https://www.maddiesfund.org/marketing-your-foster-pet/?fbclid=IwAR121EBpX06s9kzGlGENbWpSCu3mGgyrXHNTAWLkS-PSdFJMkhpgzQq2ejI#/
https://www.maddiesfund.org/marketing-your-foster-pet/#/
https://bestfriends-my.sharepoint.com/:i:/g/personal/makenay_bestfriends_org/Ef9PM6g8NbJOpPSFfzBjj10BHbiZOKJDPKFJYjNCFvjlIQ?e=Gdg1Om
https://www.facebook.com/MetroAnimalCare/posts/2964130463656775?__xts__%5b0%5d=68.ARAjQDzJDsyORXATq1RSu9XT0KRL7DnlD6AqOFOc-zc0Ity-FS24s9MzjdJp8VGeB4NQjd7zL885wkIw6TddwDQKezBsSW5HmkLO5jFSLuwdv8ZGa0f9cA0-PpjIno7_cTbgUFwwLUlQthb1Q9J1e8SBiSQkijHxkAWHLCgG5qFB4Kg_slOVVSprdgf9YHgUIgG21PyjVGHX9pw8xhVgFRP-3eyq5E5fttY5yf4RJXSi9IwPc8L7CrFCwUIsdeI1zqe7PSKffzLPm4krTb448BB_CQdw7DxLR0zgSSgd56EyNiBzr5UqZg_escwlgxUuVEdy4Oql39_5xt07Y9TTQ2QCrQ&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/LifeLineAnimalProject/videos/531842691084327
https://www.facebook.com/pvastx/posts/3237754302935945
https://www.facebook.com/lincolncountyanimalservices/photos/a.197832447282862/1053299355069496/?type=3&theater


 
Returning to “normal” after the pandemic 

 
We don’t know how long the COVID-19 pandemic will last or what the new “normal” will be, 
but this section lays out what to do when the crisis is winding down.   
 
First, consider NOT going back to normal. Keep remote operations for fostering and adopting as 
the new normal. There are many benefits to housing animals in homes versus a shelter: The 
animals get more exercise and stimulation, we learn more about their needs, and we leverage 
the community’s support in caring for and rehoming pets. Having a robust foster program 
encourages greater community collaboration, empowerment and education by having 
community members as part of the process of caring for homeless pets.   
 

 
 

With that said, you’ll most likely be bringing some foster pets back to the shelter after the 
pandemic has subsided. Below are some suggestions for contacting foster families, developing 
categories and, if no other option exists, bringing foster pets back to the shelter strategically, by 
appointment, so as not to overwhelm your shelter operations.   
 
Gathering information from foster volunteers 
 
Before you begin to bring any pets back into the shelter, you’ll want to gather information from 
the foster volunteers to categorize the pets.  Potential categories include: 
 

• Foster caregivers who will want to bring the pet back ASAP: Estimate that about 50% 
will want to do this. These animals will need new placement.  

• Caregivers who are OK with keeping their foster pet: These people (about 23%) can 
continue actively marketing the pets for adoption and become adoption ambassadors.  



• Caregivers who are going to keep their foster pets: Finalize these adoptions (about 25% 
of foster volunteers) as quickly as you can so you can focus your resources on the pets 
who need new placement.  

• Non-responsive caregivers: Representing about 2% of foster homes, these are the ones 
that you have not heard from and who have ignored all communications.  

 
To gather the information you need from foster volunteers, create a simple Microsoft Form or 
Google form or even a Survey Monkey form to email to foster homes. You can then compile the 
responses in a spreadsheet for easy filtering and organizing of the information.  
 
On the form, have foster families enter their name, email address, the name of the foster pet 
and the animal’s ID number (if they have it). Here are some things to consider including on the 
form: 
 

• Click here if you can keep your foster pet longer and wish to continue as the 
pet’s adoption ambassador, which involves marketing and working to find 
him/her a home.   

• Click here if you would like to adopt the pet and make him/her an official 
member of your family.   

• Click here if you would like to bring the pet back to the shelter. (We’ll notify you 
of the earliest convenient appointment time.) 

• Are there any concerns you want to report about your foster pet? 

• Would you consider continuing to foster if we could help you get your foster pet 
ready for a normal work/life routine?  

 
Once responses are received, you can:  

 

• Evaluate and update the status of those foster pets whose families want to adopt  

• Update the status of those who’ll remain in foster care 

• Evaluate the remaining animals: How many could go to a new foster home? Which ones 
need to return to the shelter? 

 
Here are the next steps for the different categories of foster volunteers: 

 

• Schedule adoption: Those who want to adopt their foster pet.  Hand these situations off 
to adoption staff so they can promptly follow up and finalize the adoption.  

 

• Adoption ambassador foster caregiver: Those who want to keep the pet and find 
placement themselves. You’ll want to continue to encourage them and find ways to 
continue engaging them as valuable extended members of your adoptions team. 
Hopefully, you have already created a toolkit to give them guidance on adopting out the 
pet and marketing the pet on social media and websites like NextDoor.com. (If not, see 
“The process of adopting from foster care” above.) It’s critical to keep up the 



momentum around marketing these animals online for adoption. These volunteers are 
the “fruits of your labor” and, with proper tending, they can expand your lifesaving 
capacity. 

 

• Need new foster home or need return: Foster volunteers who can no longer keep their 
foster pet. Once you have your list of animals needing new foster homes or needing to 
come back, you can get to work on finding new pairings for those you’ll try to keep in 
foster care and organize (by priority) those who need to come back to the shelter.   

 

• Dealing with non-responsive foster homes: Those who won’t communicate with you. 
There is usually a small percentage of folks who fall into this category. If you’ve checked 
for correct contact information and are still unable to connect, you need to decide 
organizationally how long it will be before you go ahead and put the dog or cat into the 
adopted category and not spend any more staff time on these cases.  (Will it be two 
months, three months, six months? Or after structured attempts, such as after two 
emails, two phone calls and one certified letter?)  Whatever you agree on, you need to 
have that cut-off point decided so that you and your staff don’t spend too much time on 
these situations.  If someone in this category gets back to you in the future, you can put 
them back on your radar, but don’t waste excessive time on these cases otherwise.    

 
Once you have a list of the foster volunteers who want to return their foster pets to the shelter, 
you can begin to look at prioritizing those that you should bring back quicker. You can decide 
what is important for you. Here are some suggestions:  
 

High priority to bring back: 
 Kittens, puppies, unfixed cats and dogs 

Those easy to adopt and move through your shelter quickly to adopted homes 
Those who’ve had issues in the foster home  

 
Low priority to bring back: 

Fixed adult pets  
Those who are more difficult to house in the shelter system and could benefit 
from more time in foster care 

 
Regarding the foster caregivers who wish to return the pet, contact them by phone to gather 
further information and set time-frame expectations. Some suggestions for how to conduct 
that conversation: 
 

• Thank them for helping you and for working with you to bring the dog or cat back 
strategically to ensure that there is space in the shelter and the proper attention is given 
to their needs.  

• Ask about foster volunteers’ needs regarding return of the pet. Listen to how they are 
feeling and mirror back to check for understanding and to ensure that they feel heard. 
It’s important to communicate that you understand their needs and that you will do 



your best to accommodate them, but you also need to make sure that shelter 
operations are not overwhelmed all at once.  

• If you haven’t done it already, provide them with a link to a form or survey to fill out so 
they can report all the great behavior of their foster pet, as well as anything they are 
concerned about. Let them know realistically when the pet might be able to return to 
the shelter.  

 
Customer service reminders 
 
People don’t care how much you know until they know how much you care.  Always remember 
that how you say something is just as important as what you are saying, and don’t be afraid to 
explain the “why” as much as possible. Keep in mind that smiling when you talk always helps 
when speaking with any customers. Below are some customer service tips. 
 
Greet:  
• Make and maintain eye contact.  
• Smile and welcome them to set a positive tone.  
• Say your name clearly.  
• Be professional and polite, but friendly.  
 
Offer to help:  
• Ask how you can help: “How may I help you?” “What can I do for you today?” “Have you been 
helped?” ”Can I answer any questions for you?”  
• Be willing to either help them directly, find someone to help them or at least point them in 
the right direction.  
 
Listen:  
• Next, allow them to ask their question, tell their story or express their frustration. Be patient 
and wait until they are done before you respond.  
• Be attentive and ask questions as needed to determine exactly what they want or need.  
 
Empathize and acknowledge:  
• Focus on their problem, instead of your policies or procedures. This is especially important 
when emotions are high.  
• Thank them for doing the right thing, don’t be judgmental, appreciate the steps they have 
already taken, be sympathetic. Say things like “I know that can be confusing,” so they know you 
understand.  
 
Problem-solve (only after doing the previous four steps):  
• Focus on what you can do, instead of what you can’t do.  
• Try to be involved, diplomatic and patient.  
• Discuss their other options. Be creative about finding solutions.  
• Offer to follow up, when appropriate, and then do so. One of the biggest customer service 
failures is not explaining the “why.”  



 
Bringing in the foster pets 
 
Every successful managed intake system brings in non-emergency animals when there is a place 
to put them. It is what some refer to as Shelter Math 101. In the morning, look at the space you 
have available. Figure out on average how many strays you typically take in each day and how 
many pets usually leave through adoption, return-to-owner (RTO) or transfer to another 
organization. Take into consideration any events or specials that are coming up, and you can 
begin to schedule your foster pets coming back (and owner surrenders) at a time that is best for 
you.  
 
Many shelters have a window of time during the day when staff are available to help pet 
owners and foster volunteers via counseling and assistance with any questions they have. For 
each case, we suggest allocating half an hour if they have all their paperwork ready to go and a 
little longer if you feel they might need more time.   
 
Of course, there are always emergencies and people and pets who can’t wait, those you bring 
in right away and for whom you adjust your appointments for the week accordingly. Over time, 
you will get a rhythm and figure out what works best for your organization. We do caution 
against scheduling appointments without any knowledge of your current shelter space and 
where the pet will go in the facility. Some shelters automatically schedule two weeks out for all 
intake, but that is a recipe for disaster and doesn’t really help you manage the space and the 
number of animals you have in your shelter.  
 
While the people and pets are on the waiting list, have them put the pets’ profiles on rehoming 
sites. You can also help them find a home or resolve any behavior issues. Check on them every 
couple of weeks to make sure they still need to bring in the pet and assure them that they are 
on the list and you are doing your best to bring the pet in as quickly as possible.  
 
Try not to give a time frame and don’t be afraid to have people wait. There will be many times 
throughout the year when pet owners or foster caregivers may have to wait a month or more. 
As long as you are checking on them, continuing to give the “why” of the wait and allowing 
them to communicate with you if things get worse, they will wait. Most people want a positive 
outcome for the pet they care about, and therefore most people are willing to wait until you 
have appropriate space and time. 
 
Here is a great webinar on managed intake that walks you through all elements of this type of 
program.  
 
Setting up the appointment system 
 
Create a spreadsheet to organize the information for your waiting list for pets returning to the 
shelter. The spreadsheet also can be utilized to continue your managed intake program. Here is 
an example of what one might look like. This example has all the dogs and cats together, but 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=pdcQfKwAPBI
https://bestfriends-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/personal/makenay_bestfriends_org/EXxnlmiPqmFLpgxciiS2OIgBOEwsWxZDq8bDPDXixOtUUw?e=bU1uqG
https://bestfriends-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/personal/makenay_bestfriends_org/EXxnlmiPqmFLpgxciiS2OIgBOEwsWxZDq8bDPDXixOtUUw?e=bU1uqG


consider having different tabs for dogs, cats and other types of pets. It’s a good idea to color-
code the sheet for stages that the pet is in (e.g., appointment made, rehomed, kept, priority 
status).   
 
 You will want to have the following information on the sheet: 
 

• Foster caregiver or owner’s name and contact information, including cellphone number 
and email address 

• Date they contacted the organization 

• Name of the pet(s), number of them 

• Age, size, altered status, breed, vaccine status if known, ID number 

• Description of the problem or reason (more information is better here) 

• Dates of contact and next steps for the person surrendering 
 

 
 
Feedback from foster volunteers for improvement and further engagement 
 
After you’ve figured out the categories of pets in foster care and you are working to 
systematically schedule only those pets needing to return to the shelter, it’s time to think about 
following up with community members who heroically stepped up to foster at the beginning of 
the crisis. Besides learning about how the pet did during fostering, you can learn more about 
the foster volunteer’s experience, get ideas about how you could improve foster opportunities 
and better prepare new caregivers for the experience of fostering.  
 
During the follow-up, be sure to thank them for their partnership and consider sharing a stat or 
figure to help them understand what a difference they made by fostering. Most important of 
all, be sure to provide ways for them to remain involved.  
 
Questions to ask foster volunteers during the follow-up: 
  

• Was this your first time fostering?  

• Would you like to foster again?  

• If you foster again, would you want the same or a different species of pet? (You can ask 
the same question about age, energy level, issues, etc.) 

• Is there anything that would have helped you feel better prepared? Are there any 
improvements you would like to suggest?   

• What, if anything, could have made you feel better supported? 

• If the person wants to continue fostering: What things do you feel you did well? What 
things do you feel you need more information about or guidance with? 

• If the person is a veteran foster volunteer: What sort of pets and/or issues are you open 
to? Are there types of pets you prefer fostering?  



• Are any of your friends or family members interested in fostering? Do you know any 
other folks you could recruit to join in the fostering fun?  


